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Abstract:

Purpose: Human factors play an inevitable role in maintenance activities, and the occurrence of  Human
Errors (HEs) affects system reliability and safety, equipment performance and economic results. The high
HE rate increased researchers’ attention towards Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) and HE assessment
approaches. In these approaches, various environmental and individual factors influence the performance
of  maintenance operators affecting Human Error Probability (HEP) with a consequent variability in the
success of  intervention. However, a deep analysis of  such factors in the maintenance field, often called
Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs), is still missing. This has led the authors to systematically evaluate the
literature on Human Error in Maintenance (HEM) and on the PSFs, in order to provide a shared PSF
taxonomy.

Design/methodology/approach: A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) was conducted to identify and
select peer-reviewed papers that provided evidence on the relationship between maintenance activities and
human performance. The obtained results provided a wide overview in the field of  interest, shedding light
on three main research areas of  investigation: methodologies for human error analysis in maintenance,
performance shaping factors and maintenance error consequences. In particular, papers belonging to the
area of  PSFs were analysed in-depth in order to identify and classify the PSFs, with the aim of  achieving
the PSF taxonomy for maintenance activities. The effects of  each PSF on human reliability were defined
and detailed.

Findings: A total of  63 studies were selected and then analysed through a systematic methodology. 46%
of  these studies presented a qualitative/quantitative assessment of  PSFs through application in different
maintenance activities. Starting from the findings of  the aforementioned papers, a PSF taxonomy specific
for  maintenance  activities  was  proposed.  This  taxonomy  represents an  important  contribution  for
researchers  and  practitioners  towards  the  improvement  of  HRA  methods  and  their  applications  in
industrial maintenance.

Originality/value: The analysis outlines the relevance of  considering HEM because different error types
occur during the maintenance process with non-negligible effects on the system. Despite a growing interest
in HE assessment in maintenance, a deep analysis of  PSFs in this field and a shared PSF taxonomy are
missing.  This paper  fills  the gap in  the  literature  with the  creation of  a  PSF taxonomy in industrial
maintenance. The proposed taxonomy is a valuable contribution for growing the awareness of  researchers
and practitioners about factors influencing maintainers’ performance. 
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1. Introduction

Maintenance work quality is essential for system availability, reliability, safety and sustainability (Franciosi, Lambiase
& Miranda, 2017; Franciosi, Iung, Miranda & Riemma, 2018), and it is a complex process that involves various
technical and organisational features. The increase in complexity and size of  modern systems sheds light on the
relevance of  human reliability in this field.

Human factors, in fact,  cannot be ignored because of  the high percentage of  human errors (HEs) and their
economic,  social  and safety consequences in different industrial  contexts (Di Pasquale,  Franciosi,  Lambiase &
Miranda, 2017a). Dhillon and Liu (2006) pointed out the pressing problem of  the impact of  HEs on maintenance
activities. For example, aviation maintenance errors account for 12–15% of  the total number of  accidents, and this
value rises to 23% considering serious incidents (Rashid, Place & Braithwaite, 2013), whereas Kim and Park (2009)
reported that about 63% of  human-related unplanned reactor trip events are associated with test and maintenance
tasks. HE in maintenance tasks may result in incorrect actions, decisions or checks, and it is influenced by a variety
of  individual and environmental factors, with a wide variability in the success of  interventions. Error consequences
vary from marginal to catastrophic effects, according to the nature of  the error.

Therefore, more attention has been and is still being paid to methods and approaches that measure HE or human
reliability in such context (Di Pasquale, Miranda, Iannone & Riemma, 2015a; Di Pasquale, Fruggiero, Iannone &
Miranda, 2017c; Di Pasquale, Miranda, Neumann & Setayesh, 2018). Maintenance errors depend on many factors
that are related not only to the individual characteristics of  the human being, but also to the work context, the
organisation or the activity that increases or decreases human performance affecting HEP (Di Pasquale, Miranda,
Iannone & Riemma, 2015c; Di Pasquale, Franciosi, Iannone, Malfettone & Miranda, 2017b). These factors are
present in the literature with several labels based on the methods or approaches to which they belong. For example,
HRA methods often define  them as  performance shaping factors  or  Performance Influencing Factors (PIF),
whereas other methods (e.g. Maintenance Error Decision Aid (MEDA) or expert judgement) consider these factors
as  HE influencing  or  contributing  factors.  A considerable  range  of  PSFs provided by HRA approaches  are
available,  from single-factor approaches up to more than 50 PSFs in  some already existing HRA approaches
(Boring, 2010; Kolaczkowski, Forester, Lois & Cooper, 2005). However, to date, there is no consensus on which
PSFs should be used and the appropriate number of  PSFs to include in the methods. Boring (2010) provided a
reasonable limited number of  PSFs that covers the whole influence spectrum on human performance. According
to Boring, for example, Standardised Plant Analysis Risk-Human (SPAR-H) (Gertman, Blackman, Marble, Byers &
Smith, 2004) or Simulator for Human Error Probability Analysis (SHERPA) (Di Pasquale et al., 2015a) methods
used a classification of  only eight main PSFs.

The analysis of  PSFs in maintenance activities has become fundamental for identifying those that mainly influence
human behaviours and the success of  the activity. However, a deep analysis of  such factors in the maintenance field
in order to provide a shared PSF taxonomy is still missing. This has led the authors to investigate the main error
contributing factors in industrial maintenance activities in order to analyse them and create a detailed taxonomy of
PSFs for human reliability analysis.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides the methodology used to reach the goal. Section 3 shows the
PSF taxonomy resulting  from the  analysis  and  the  results’ discussions.  Finally,  Section 4  provides  the  main
conclusions and future research.
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2. Methodology

The goal of  this study was reached following the proposed methodology, made up by different steps, as shown in
Figure 1 and explained below.

Figure 1. Methodology

Steps 1 and 2 were performed in a previous study (Di Pasquale et al., 2017b), where a systematic literature review in
the  field  of  human error in maintenance was conducted following the  guidelines defined by Pires,  Sénéchal,
Deschamps, Loures and Perroni (2015) and Neumann, Kolus and Wells (2016). The aim was to identify and select
peer-reviewed  papers  that  provided evidence  on  the  relationship  between  maintenance  activities  and  human
performance, addressing several research questions: (1) What are the industrial sectors mainly investigated in the
field of  interest? (2) What are the main causes and contributing factors that lead to HEs in maintenance? (3) What
are the main HEM consequences? (4) How is HE evaluated and integrated within the maintenance management?

A set of  keywords structured in Group A, which includes  ‘human error’,  ‘human reliability  analysis’,  ‘human
reliability assessment’ and ‘human error probability’, and in Group B, which includes ‘maintenance’, was prepared
and used to search all the papers in two scientific databases (Scopus and Web of  Science). In order to achieve the
final list of  keywords used in the search, the keywords of  each group were linked with the Boolean operator OR,
whereas all groups were linked to each other with the Boolean operator AND to make the relationship among
groups.

This review was limited to papers in English, published between 1997 and 2017 in peer-reviewed scientific journals
or conferences. During this two-phase screening process, papers were selected according to the following defined
exclusion criteria:

1. No full text is available.

2. The articles present only one of  the main key concepts (maintenance and HE).

3. The papers do not establish a link between maintenance and HE.

4. HEM is a secondary aspect compared to the main purpose of  the paper.

All the pertinent information presented in the studies was extracted and reported in a worksheet in order to allow
for an in-depth assessment of  the existing HEM state of  the art and SLR results.
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SHERPA category HE impact

Available time
Available time refers to the time required to complete the task, as well as the amount
of  time that an operator or a team has to diagnose and act upon an abnormal event 
(Di Pasquale et al., 2015a).

Positive/Negative

Cognitive
ergonomics

Ergonomics refers to the equipment, displays, controls, layout, quality and quantity 
of  information available from instrumentation, as well as the interaction of  the 
operator/team with the equipment to carry out tasks. Furthermore, the aspects of  
the human–machine interface and the adequacy or inadequacy of  computer software
are included (Di Pasquale et al., 2015a).

Positive/Negative

Complexity

Complexity refers to how difficult performing a task is in a given context (Di 
Pasquale et al., 2015a). The value of  complexity relies on input from several 
elements:

• General complexity
• Mental effort required
• Physical effort required from the type of  activity
• Precision level of  the activity
• Parallel tasks

Negative

Experience and
training

The operator’s experience and training include years of  experience of  the individual 
or the team and whether or not the operator/team has been trained on the types of  
incidents, the amount of  time that passed since training and the frequency of  
training (Di Pasquale et al., 2015a).

Positive/Negative

Fitness for duty

Fitness for duty refers to whether or not the operator is physically and mentally 
suited to the task. The PSF includes fatigue, sickness, drug use, over-confidence, 
personal problems and distractions and includes factors associated with individuals, 
but not related to training, experience or stress (which are covered by other PSFs) 
(Di Pasquale et al., 2015a).

Negative

Procedures This PSF refers to the existence and use of  formal operating procedures for the 
tasks under consideration (Di Pasquale et al., 2015a).

Negative

Stress

Stress refers to the level of  adverse conditions and circumstances that get more 
difficult for the worker/team completing a task (Di Pasquale et al., 2015a).
Environmental and behavioural factors contribute to the identification of  the 
multiplier:

• Circadian rhythm 
• Mental stress
• Pressure time
• Workplace
• Microclimate
• Lighting
• Noise
• Vibrations
• Ionising and non-ionising radiation

Negative

Work processes

This PSF refers to inter‐organisational factors, safety culture, work planning, 
communication and management policies (Di Pasquale et al., 2015a). Work 
processes also include any management, organisational or supervisory factors that 
may affect performance.

Positive/Negative

Table 1. Performance shaping factors of  the SHERPA method (Di Pasquale et al., 2015a)

Step 2 provided the main areas of  investigation in the field of  human error in maintenance defined through
brainstorming among the authors following the reading of  the papers with different perspectives. Therefore, the
papers  were  classified  according  to  three  defined  areas  of  investigation:  methodologies  for  HE analysis  in
maintenance, PSFs and maintenance error consequences.
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Step 3 focused on papers selected through the SLR, which belong to the area of  PSFs. In particular, all of  these
papers, which presented a qualitative/quantitative assessment of  PSFs through application in different maintenance
activities, were selected to be analysed in Step 4.

In Step 4, the PSF labels used in each paper were identified and reported in a worksheet. For each PSF label, its
positive and/or negative impact on human reliability, the HRA approaches or other methods that present the factor
and each qualitative or quantitative assessment of  the factor were collected. The same number of  papers was
assigned to each author for the identification and description of  PSF labels.  Comparison among the authors,
through group sessions, allowed achieving the final PSF label list.

Then, where possible, the PSF labels were classified according to the eight PSF categories of  the SHERPA model
described in Table 1 (Di Pasquale, Miranda, Iannone & Riemma, 2015a, 2015b). The final classification was agreed
upon by all the authors in different meeting sessions.

Following the methodology steps, the PSF taxonomy for maintenance activities, detailed with the effects of  each
PSF on human reliability, was achieved.

3. Results
3.1. Review Results

The database search,  after removing all  the duplicates, resulted in 576 papers. Based on the exclusion criteria
reported in Section 2, 63 papers were selected as relevant to be analysed.

The selected papers were classified according to the defined research areas: 33 papers belong to the ‘methodologies
for human error analysis in maintenance’ area, 43 papers belong to the ‘performance shaping factors’ area and 26
papers belong to the ‘maintenance error consequences’ area. Naturally, some papers belong to more than one area
because of  the interconnection among the three areas of  investigation.

Taking into account the purpose of  this study, the 43 papers (about 68%) belonging to the ‘PSFs’ area were
analysed in-depth. 

In  particular,  among  the  43  papers  including the  PSFs  used  by  HRA methods  and  the  HE influencing  or
contributing factors used by other methodologies, 29 papers that presented a qualitative/quantitative assessment of
PSFs through application in different maintenance activities were analysed in-depth with the aim of  providing the
PSF taxonomy. Table 2 shows a full list of  the 29 selected papers and the relative identification number (ID) that
will be used in Table 2 for facilitating the readability. On the contrary, 14 of  the 43 papers, belonging to the area of
PSF, were excluded because a qualitative/quantitative evaluation was not provided in the content of  these papers
(Gibson, 2000; Latorella & Prabhu, 2000; Hobbs & Williamson, 2002; Lind, 2008; Kim & Park, 2008; Dhillon,
2009, 2014; Kim & Parks, 2009; Nicholas, 2009; Heo & Park, 2010; Noroozi,  Abbassi,, MacKinnon, Khan &
Khakzad, 2014; Abbassi, Khan, Garaniya, Chai, Chin & Hossain, 2015; Okoh, 2015; Singh & Kumar, 2015).

3.2. A Taxonomy of  PSFs in Industrial Maintenance

The performed paper analysis underlined the existence of  different PSF classifications in the literature, which are
applied in several maintenance activities. 34 PSF labels utilised by the researchers were identified. Based on the
different definitions and descriptions reported in the selected papers, they were mostly classified compared to the
eight SHERPA categories, whereas ‘safety equipment and support tools’ was proposed as a new PSF.

Tables 3-11 show for each PSF label: the list of  papers that discuss its effect on the maintainer’s performance; its
positive and/or negative impact on human reliability; the HRA approaches or other methods that present the factor
and each qualitative or quantitative assessment of  the factor, identified through the analysis. In each of  these tables,
the  bold  and  underlined  PSF  labels  represent  the  ones  composing  the  final  PSF  taxonomy  in  industrial
maintenance.
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ID Reference ID Reference

1 Aalipour, Ayele & Barabadi (2016) 16 Kovacevic, Papic, Janackovic & Savic (2016)

2 Bao & Ding (2014) 17 Kumar & Ghandi (2011)

3 Bao, Wang, Huang, Xia, Chen & Guo (2015) 18 Kumar, Gandhi, & Gandhi (2015)

4 Bozkurt & Kavsaoglu (2010) 19 Liang, Lin, Hwang, Wang & Patterson (2010)

5 Castiglia & Giardina (2013) 20 McDonnell, Balfe, Baraldi & O’Donnell (2015)

6 Chen & Huang (2013) 21 Noroozi , Abbassi, MacKinnon, Khan & Khakzad (2013a)

7 Chen & Huang (2014) 22 Noroozi, Khakzad, Khan, MacKinnon & Abbassi (2013b)

8 Geibel, Von Thaden & Suzuki, (2008) 23 Papic & Kovacevic (2016)

9 Hameed, Khan & Ahmed (2016) 24 Rankin, Hibit, Allen & Sargent (2000)

10 Hayama, Miyachi, Nakamura, Shibata & Kimura 
(2011) 25 Rashid et al. (2013)

11 Hobbs & Williamson (2003) 26 Rashid, Place & Braithwaite (2014)

12 Hobbs, Williamson & Van Dongen (2010) 27 Razak, Kamaruddin & Azid (2008)

13 Islam, Abbassi, Garaniya & Khan (2016) 28 Sheikhalishahi, Azadeh, Pintelon, Chemweno & Ghaderi 
(2016)

14 Islam, Yu, Abbassi, Garaniya & Khan (2017) 29 Zhou , Zhou Guo & Zhang (2015)

15 Kim & Park (2012)

Table 2. List of  the selected papers

The paper analysis showed that the PSFs mainly derived from common HRA methods like Cognitive Reliability and
Error  Analysis  Method  (CREAM)  (Hollnagel,  1998),  Human  Error  Assessment  and  Reduction  Technique
(HEART) (Kirwan, 1996), Success Likelihood Index Method (SLIM), SPAR-H (Gertman et al., 2004), Technique
for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) (Swain & Guttmann, 1983) or other methodologies that are not based
on traditional HRA methods, such as MEDA or expert judgement. Moreover, the analysis allowed us to evaluate
the positive and/or negative impact of  each PSF on HEs and their frequency and occurrence in the industrial
maintenance activities (Tables 3-11). The paper analysis pointed out some variations compared to the SHERPA
categories: additional influencing factors and new or extended definitions of  existing ones need to be taken into
account in maintenance operations.

Some PSFs, like ‘experience and training’ (Table 3) and ‘procedures’ (Table 4), are widely taken into account in the
papers as the most affecting maintainer performance. In particular, differently from the SHERPA classification,
‘experience and training’ are generally considered as two independent factors and both are the most impacting on
HEP. The lack of  experience is considered the main reason for HE in maintenance tasks, as reported in most of
the analysed papers. ‘Experience’ takes into account the number of  years of  work, the familiarity that the operator
has matured on the individual maintenance task, learning skills,  knowledge acquiring, processing and situation
handling.  ‘Training’ is, instead, a key element to increase the operator’s awareness of  equipment, support tools,
machines, components, security systems and new procedures and to eliminate time pressure issues, procedural
errors and incorrect installation practices. For example, Castiglia and Giardina (2013) stated that the lack of  specific
training  on  complex  systems  and  generally  inadequate  training  significantly  contribute  to  the  occurrence  of
accidents, as there is no awareness of  the possible consequences. Taking into account the importance of  each of
these two factors and their individual effects, ‘experience’ and ‘training’ are considered distinctly in the proposed
maintenance PSF taxonomy. The other most recurring and impacting PSF on the performed task is ‘procedures’
PSF. This factor involves procedures’ availability, illustrated parts’ catalogues, information quality of  maintenance
documentation, work card or manuals and maintenance tasks. The procedures could be missing, not transmitted or
otherwise not in an inappropriate way, thus giving rise to different interpretations and possible errors.
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Experience and training

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Experience

[1, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 13,
14, 16, 17,
18, 20, 21,
22, 23, 25,
27, 28, 29]

SLIM,
THERP,
HEART,
CREAM,
MEDA

Positive/
Negative

[1] Operator’s inexperience and the need for absolute 
judgements are the main contributors to a high level of  HEs 
along with the shortage of  time available for error detection and
correction.
[6] Experience is one of  the major key factors in a visual 
inspection performance model.
[8] Lack of  expertise is one of  the less frequent error 
contributing factors based on incidents report of  NASA 
‘Aviation Safety Reporting System’ (45/680 incidents, 7%).
[9] Experience is the most impacting PIF (SLIM weight: 0.25).
[13] Experience along with training has the highest PSF rating 
among the six considered PSFs.
[14] Experience is the most impacting contributing factor 
(weight: 0.40).
[16] The insufficient years of  service strongly affect the lack of  
experience (rank 4 on 20 factors).
[22] Experience is the second most impacting PIF (SLIM 
weight: 0.20). 
[25] Skill is one of  the most frequent causes of  maintenance 
errors (22/58 accidents).
[28] Knowledge and experience contribute 20 times to 
fabrication errors and 24 times to installation errors.

Training

[3, 4, 6, 7, 9,
10, 11, 13,
14, 16, 17,
22, 23, 26]

SLIM,
MEDA

Positive/
Negative

[6] Job training is one of  the major key factors in a visual 
inspection performance model.
[9] Training is the most impacting PIF (SLIM weight: 0.20).
[11] 12.3% of  occurrences on 619 reports involve factors 
related to inadequate training of  personnel.
[13] Training along with experience has the highest PSF rating 
among the six considered PSFs.
[14] Training is one of  the three most impacting contributing 
factors (weight: 0.35).
[16] Poor organisation of  the training process and poor training 
curricula are the most sub-factors impacting the training (ranks 
2 and 3 on 20 factors).
[22] Training is the most impacting PIF (SLIM weight: 0.25).
[26] Maintainers’ training is one of  the most error influencing 
factors (weight 19%).

Experience 
and training* [1, 5, 15, 21]

BN, SPAR-H,
HEART,
CREAM

Positive/
Negative

[5] Experience and training were assumed to have an improving 
effect.

Technical 
knowledge

[2, 3, 4, 18,
19, 24, 25] MEDA Positive/

Negative

[2, 4] This PSF accounts for 10–15% of  all contributing factors 
considered.
[24] Technical knowledge is an influencing factor on 23 of  the 
74 error investigations.
[25] Knowledge is one of  the most frequent causes of  
maintenance errors (16/58 accidents).

*This label considered ‘experience and training’ as a single factor without considering their individual impacts on human 
performance. 

Table 3. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: experience and training factors
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Procedures

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Procedures

[1, 2, 4, 5, 8,
10, 11, 15, 17,
18, 19 21, 24,
25, 26, 28, 29]

MEDA,
SPAR-H, BN,

HEART
Negative

[1] The experts’ recommendations about procedures, 
applied to the case study, reduced the human error 
probability. 
[4] The main contributing factor, in different years of  
observation and for three case studies, is information (work
card, procedures, manuals, etc) because the information is 
not used during the maintenance actions.
[8] ‘Document and procedure’ is one of  the most frequent 
error contributing factors based on incidents report of  
NASA ‘Aviation Safety Reporting System’ (130/680 
incidents, 19%).
[11] 11.4% of  occurrences on 619 reports involve 
procedures (poorly designed, poorly documented, or non-
existent procedures).
[19] Work process/procedures not followed (this happens 
six times in 24 months and is considered as one of  the 
most impacting factors).
[24] Information is an influencing factor on 37 of  the 74 
error investigations.
[25] Inadequate documents are one of  the most frequent 
causes of  maintenance errors (31/58 accidents).
[26] Documentation is a less error influencing factor 
(weight: 5%).
[28] Procedure usage contributes 35 times to installation 
errors and 45 times to expected wear and tear.

Information
quality

[1, 2, 5, 6, 7,
16, 19, 21, 23,

24]

BN, MEDA,
HEART

Negative

[6] Visual information is the first major key factor in a 
visual inspection performance model.
[16] Inappropriate information involves four sub-factors: 
inadequate diagnostic equipment, ambiguous guidelines, 
lack of  guidelines and incomplete guidelines, ranked, 
respectively, as 5, 10, 15 and 17 on 21 factors considered.

Table 4. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: procedures factor

‘Stress’ (Table 5), ‘work processes’ (Table 6) and ‘fitness for duty’ (Table 7) are relevant and they are composed of
several PSF labels. Regarding ‘stress’ PSF, time pressure, circadian rhythm, environment, microclimate, lighting,
noise and distraction/interruption were identified as the main PSFs. While the work environment depends on the
specific context and could be less relevant, pressure time results in a significant contribution to the errors in
maintenance activities. Instead, regarding ‘work processes’ PSF, the presence of  maintenance teams makes their
communication and coordination essential, and the presence of  good leadership or supervision is crucial for the
correct execution of  maintenance processes. Finally, ‘fitness for duty’ PSF in maintenance involves different factor
labels such as physical and mental fitness, illness, complacency and motivation. In particular, these last two factors
critically influence the maintenance technicians. 
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Stress

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Stress
[1, 3, 10, 13, 18,

21, 22]

HEART,
SPAR-H,

SLIM
Negative

[22] Stress is one of  the impacting PIFs (SLIM weight: 
0.15).

Environment/f
acilities

[2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11,
13, 16, 17, 18,
20, 21, 22, 24]

MEDA, SLIM Negative

[8] Environment is one of  the less frequent error 
contributing factors based on incidents report of  NASA 
‘Aviation Safety Reporting System’ (39/680 incidents, 
6%).
[9] Work environment (SLIM) is the most impacting PIF 
(SLIM weight: 0.20).
[11] 5.4% of  occurrences on 619 accident reports involve
environment. 
[22] Work environment (SLIM) is one of  the impacting 
PIFs (SLIM weight: 0.15).
[24] ‘Environment and facilities’ is an influencing factor 
on 28 of  the 74 error investigations.

Pressure time [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11,
19, 28, 29]

CREAM,
HEART,

MEDA, SLIM
Negative

[8] Time pressure is one of  the most frequent error 
contributing factors based on incidents report of  NASA 
‘Aviation Safety Reporting System’ (146/680 incidents, 
22%).
[9] Time pressure (SLIM) is the most impacting PIF 
(weight: 0.20).
[11] 23.5% of  occurrences on 619 reports involve 
pressure time, which is the most influencing factor.
[28] Time pressure contributes 23 times to installation 
errors.

Circadian 
rhythm

[6, 7, 12, 15, 21] HEART Negative

[12] Circadian rhythm mainly involves skill-based errors, 
which are most frequent in the early hours of  the 
morning, decreasing in frequency during the day, whereas
rule-based mistakes, knowledge-based mistakes and 
procedure violations do not show this clear trend during 
the day.

Lighting [6, 7, 15, 18, 19,
20]

MEDA,
THERP Negative [6] Illumination is one of  the major key factors in a visual

inspection performance model.

Noise and 
microclimate

[6, 7, 15, 20] THERP Negative –

Distraction/
interruption

[18, 8] – Negative

[8] ‘Distraction/interruption’ is one of  the most frequent
error contributing factors based on incidents report of  
NASA ‘Aviation Safety Reporting System’ (71/680 
incidents, 10%).

Table 5. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: stress factor
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Work processes

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Work 
processes [1, 3, 17, 25] BN, SPAR-H Positive/

Negative

[17] The authors considered the work process factor mainly 
related to the maintenance culture.
[25] Inadequate processes are the most frequent cause of  
maintenance errors (36/58 accidents).

Communicatio
n and 
integration/
coordination

[2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8, 10, 11, 15,
16, 17, 18,

24, 28]

MEDA Positive/
Negative

[2] Communication accounts for 7% of  all contributing factors 
considered.
[4] Poor communication is the most frequently seen 
contributing factor in a reference period (23%). 
[8] Coordination is one of  the most frequent error contributing 
factors based on incidents report of  NASA ‘Aviation Safety 
Reporting System’ (115/680 incidents, 17%).
[11] 12.2% of  occurrences on 619 reports involve coordination.
[16] ‘Lack of  understanding of  the work process’ is the 8th 
factor on 21 influencing factors.
[24] Communication is an influencing factor on 32 of  the 74 
error investigations.

Leadership/
supervision

[2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8, 11, 17, 18,
19, 24, 25,

26]

MEDA Positive/
Negative

[2] Leadership/supervision accounts for 3% of  all contributing 
factors considered.
[8] Lack of  vigilance is the most frequent error contributing 
factor based on incidents report of  NASA ‘Aviation Safety 
Reporting System’ (421/680 incidents, 62%).
[11] 10.4% of  occurrences on 619 reports involve supervision.
[19] Leadership/supervision (this happens four times in 24 
months and is considered as one of  the most impacting factors).
[24] Supervision is an influencing factor on 12 of  the 74 error 
investigations.
[25] Inadequate supervision is one of  the most frequent causes 
of  maintenance errors (15/58 accidents).
[26] Supervision is the most error influencing factor (weight: 
29%).

Organisational
factors/
adequacy 
of  the 
organisation

[2, 4, 6, 7, 8,
16, 18, 24,

26]
MEDA

Positive/
Negative

[2] Organisational factors account for 10% of  all contributing 
factors considered.
[6] Organisational culture is one of  the major key factors in a 
visual inspection performance model.
[8] Organisation is one of  the less frequent error contributing 
factors based on incidents report of  NASA ‘Aviation Safety 
Reporting System’ (72/680 incidents, 11%).
[16] ‘Poor organisation of  the workplace’ is the 7th factor on 21
influencing factors.
[24] Organisational environment is an influencing factor on 19 
of  the 74 error investigations.
[26] Organisational process is one of  the most error influencing
factors (weight: 14%).

Safety culture [5, 10, 16,
18, 21] HEART Positive/

Negative
[5, 21] The authors considered mismatches between perceived 
and actual risks.

Table 6. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: work processes factor
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Fitness for duty

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Fitness for 
duty

[1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8,
10, 16, 18, 24,

27]

SPAR-H,
MEDA,
SLIM

Negative

[2] Individual factors account for 26% of  all contributing 
factors considered.
[6] Physical, mental and visual fatigue are three of  the major
key factors in a visual inspection performance model. 
[8] Inappropriate attitude is one of  the less frequent error 
contributing factors based on incidents report of  NASA 
‘Aviation Safety Reporting System’ (25/680 incidents, 4%). 
[24] ‘Factors affecting individual performance’ is an 
influencing factor on 26 of  the 74 error investigations.

Physical 
fitness

[3, 8, 11, 14,
17, 21, 22]

HEART,
SLIM Negative

[8] From the statistics of  NASA ‘Aviation Safety Reporting 
System’ incidents report, it results that the physical state is 
the less frequent error contributing factor (16/680 
incidents, 2%).
[11] 12.2% of  the occurrences on 619 reports involve 
mental and physical fatigue.
[14] ‘Mental and physical fatigue’ is one of  the three most 
impacting contributing factors (weight: 0.25).
[22] Physical capability and condition have the lowest 
weight (SLIM) among the PIFs considered in the study 
(weight: 0.10).

Mental fitness [10, 11, 14, 18,
17] – Negative

[11] 12.2 % of  the occurrences on 619 reports involve 
mental and physical fatigue.
[14] ‘Mental and physical fatigue’ is one of  the three most 
impacting contributing factors (weight: 0.25).

Complacency [16, 19, 27]
MEDA,
SLIM Negative

[16] ‘Failure to follow technical maintenance instructions’ is
the most influencing factor on 21 factors considered in the 
study. 
[19] Complacency (this happens six times in 24 months and
is considered as one of  the most impacting factors).

Motivation [16, 18, 27] SLIM Positive/
Negative

[18] The fuzzy cognitive map has highlighted that the 
degree of  interaction among the factors will change its 
intensity according to the operator’s motivation. Hence, the 
authors pointed out that a little enhancement in motivation 
significantly influenced the other factors in a positive 
manner.
[27] Motivation is the most important factor to successfully 
perform tasks.

Illness [11, 18, 21] HEART Negative [11] Worker performance is influenced by medical 
conditions or by sensorial or physiological deficits.

Table 7. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: fitness for duty factor

Moreover, the ‘cognitive ergonomics’ (Table 8) PSF, in maintenance processes, includes system and interface design,
control and displays, comparability, accessibility, visibility and disassemblability. However, these were not defined as
significant  factors  in  the  maintenance  process,  differently  from repetitive  and  heavy  production  tasks,  where
cognitive ergonomics is a key factor.
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Cognitive ergonomics

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Ergonomics [1, 3, 5, 6, 7,
15, 21]

HEART,
SPAR-H,

CREAM, BN

Positive/
Negative

[5] Adequacy of  the man–machine interface and operational 
support.
[6] Detection distance is one of  the major key factors in a visual 
inspection performance model.

System design

[2, 3, 4, 8,
17, 18, 20,
24, 25, 26,

29]

MEDA Positive/
Negative

[8] Design is one of  the less frequent error contributing factors 
based on incidents report of  NASA ‘Aviation Safety Reporting 
System’ (17/680 incidents, 2.5%).
[18] This category includes interface design, control and 
displays, comparability, accessibility, visibility and 
disassemblability.
[24] Airplane design/configuration is an influencing factor on 
22 of  the 74 error investigations.
[25] Inadequate A/C design is one of  the most frequent causes 
of  maintenance errors (21/58 accidents).
[26] Aircraft design is one of  the most error influencing factors 
(weight: 14%).

Table 8. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: cognitive ergonomics factor

‘Safety equipment and support tools’ (Table 9) has emerged as a PSF to be taken into account for HRA in such
contexts. In fact, the tools and materials used in maintenance must be available, reliable and suitable and can vary
from common to very complex tools that require more attention. 

Safety equipment and support tools

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Safety 
equipment 
and support 
tools

[1, 2, 4, 6, 7,
8, 10, 11, 20,
21, 24, 28]

MEDA,
HEART,

THERP, BN

Positive/
Negative

[4] ‘Equipment and tools’ is the main contributing factor in one 
year of  observation in a specific case study (23%). 
[6] Equipment is one of  the major key factors in a visual 
inspection performance model. 
[8] ‘Equipment and parts’ is one of  the less frequent error 
contributing factors based on incidents report of  NASA 
‘Aviation Safety Reporting System’ (37/680 incidents, 5%).
[11] 14.4% of  the occurrences on 619 reports involve 
equipment, which involves poorly designed or maintained 
equipment or tools, or a lack of  necessary equipment, including 
aircraft spare parts.
[24] Equipment/tools/safety equipment is an influencing factor
on 20 of  the 74 error investigations.

Table 9. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: safety equipment and support tools factor

Other PSFs, such as ‘available time’ (Table 10) and ‘complexity’ (Table 11), are present in the literature, but with a
lower frequency, given the least impact on maintainers’ performances.
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Available time

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Available time [1, 10] SPAR-H,
THERP, BN

Positive/
Negative

[1] Available time is equal to the time required or barely 
adequate time (PSF multipliers = 10).

Shortage of  
time available 
for error 
detection and 
correction

[1, 21] HEART Negative
[1] This is one of  the main contributors to a high level of  HE 
along with operator inexperience and the need for absolute 
judgements.

Table 10. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: available time factor

Based on the descriptions, PSFs relevant to specific fields of  industrial maintenance were structured in a taxonomy
involving 10 PSFs underlined in Tables 3-11: time available, experience, training, stress, complexity, procedures,
work processes, fitness for duty, ergonomics and safety equipment and support tools. The proposed taxonomy
should be used for the assessment of  the overall maintenance task, prediction of  HEs and quantification of  their
probabilities through the integration of  such taxonomy in the existing methods for human error analysis and their
setting. 

Complexity

PSF label
Literature
reference

HRA
approaches/

other
methods

HE
impact Qualitative/quantitative assessment

Complexity [1, 10, 15,
20, 21]

SPAR-H,
HEART

Negative –

Mental effort 
required for 
maintenance 
activity

[3, 9, 13, 15,
22, 25, 28]

SLIM Negative

[9] Work memory is the most impacting PIF (SLIM weight: 
0.15).
[22] Work memory is one of  the impacting PIFs (SLIM weight: 
0.15).
[25] Attention/memory is one of  the most frequent causes of  
maintenance errors (28/58 accidents).
[28] Fatigue contributes 51 times to installation errors and 11 
times to fabrication errors.

Physical effort
required for 
maintenance 
activity

[3, 13, 15] SLIM Negative [15] The mismatch between work requirements (speed, strength 
and precision) and motor capabilities may affect human errors. 

Job/task [2, 4, 19, 24] MEDA Negative

[2] Job/task accounts for 9% of  all contributing factors 
considered. 
[4] Job/task is the main contributing factor in one year of  
observation in a specific case study (23%). 
[24] Job/task is an influencing factor on 31 of  the 74 error 
investigations.

Number of  
simultaneous 
goals

[5] CREAM Negative –

Table 11. Taxonomy of  maintenance PSFs: complexity factor
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4. Conclusions and Future Research

Despite the growing interest in HE assessment in maintenance, a deep analysis of  PSFs in this field and a shared
PSF taxonomy are missing.  In this  study,  we identified and analysed the papers presenting a PSF assessment
through application in different maintenance activities, investigating and providing a wide overview of  the main
PSFs. Then, the factors were classified compared to already existing PSF categories, including additional influencing
factors  or  extending their  descriptions  for  the  specific  maintenance field  in  order  to provide  a detailed PSF
taxonomy.

The proposed  taxonomy is  useful  for  several  qualitative  and quantitative  objectives  in  different  research and
practical  fields.  First,  this  taxonomy is  a  valuable  contribution for  growing  the  awareness  of  researchers  and
practitioners about factors influencing maintainers’ performances. These factors should be taken into account in
order to reduce HEs in maintenance.

The taxonomy can be integrated in already existing HRA methods in order to properly quantify and predict HEP in
maintenance  activities  and  to  reduce  economic  and  social  consequences  of  HEs  for  proper  maintenance
management.

Considering the several similarities between the HRA theory and the recent paradigm of  resilience engineering
(Boring, 2009; Patriarca, Bergström, Di Gravio & Costantino, 2018), the proposed taxonomy can support the
development of  resilience shaping factors, which were defined by Boring (2009) as a necessary and inevitable step
towards the widespread dissemination of  resilience engineering.

The developed review allowed us to obtain the final taxonomy through the detailed study of  the available scientific
literature. However, in order to come up with a stronger PSF taxonomy, future developments should involve an
extensive validation of  concepts and PSF ranks through specific case studies and the investigation of  maintenance
experts’ knowledge with focus group interviews and ad hoc questionnaires. A further step will be to integrate the
proposed taxonomy in the SHERPA model for application in the field. 
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